Kelly Owen faced a big challenge when a new teacher candidate (TC) joined her cohort near the end of the semester. As a coach for 15 teachers candidates, Kelly had limited time to work with this TC and jumped right into action. After a day of observations, Kelly knew exactly what this teacher candidate needed. She recommended that the TC complete two online learning modules from Sanford Inspire - *Building Relationships with Students* and *Backwards Planning for Lesson Visions*. Kelly found that these “clear and specific” modules gave her TC the “biggest bang in a short amount of time.” The TC’s mentor also viewed the resources, and Kelly followed up with both to review. “What made it more powerful was that all three of us were on the same page. We were speaking the same language,” Kelly shared. At the next observation, Kelly was not surprised when the TC displayed more thoughtful planning and renewed compassion for students. Kelly credits the high quality of Sanford Inspire resources as "vital" to her TC’s newfound success.
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